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Dear Friends,
As I reflect on the last twelve months, I am filled with gratitude for the many partners
who have worked with us to help children and their families thrive. I eagerly look
forward to the coming year and our continuing focus on intentional skill-building and
resilience in families, and positive bonding between children and parents. Simply
stated, the healthy relationships and interactions that children have in their early years,
including moments centered around snuggling up with a book or a story, are the
building blocks for success.
It is well-established that shared reading can help develop strong parent-child bonds
that last a lifetime, buffering toxic stress and building resilience. Literacy is a core
skill and early childhood is the critical stage for equipping children for a lifetime
of success. Reach Out and Read’s two-generational focus helps move primary care to
a more comprehensive approach to child and family health.
I am excited to share the review of our work over the past year in this impact report.
Here we go – onward together into another successful year. Thank you for the role you
played in this work.

Callee Boulware, Executive Director, Reach Out and Read Carolinas

OUR MODEL

Our Mission
Reach Out and Read gives young
children a foundation for success

Doctors, nurse practitioners and other medical professionals incorporate Reach Out and
Read’s evidence-based, three-part model into regular checkups from birth through age five.

by incorporating books into
pediatric care and encouraging
families to read aloud together.

In the exam room, primary care clinicians trained in the developmental
strategies of early literacy encourage parents to read aloud to their young
children and offer age-appropriate tips.

Our Vision
Our vision in the Carolinas is to

The primary care provider gives every child from birth through five years old a
new developmentally-appropriate book to take home and keep.

provide a medically based literacy
intervention for all children birth
through five across North and South

Throughout the clinic, displays, information and gently used books create a
literacy-rich environment. Where possible, volunteer readers entertain the children,
modeling for parents the pleasures – and techniques – of reading aloud.
This intersection of health and literacy is building strengths and skills in parents and caregivers
to create healthy families and strong communities. And, we’re seeing results!

Carolina, beginning with families
living in poverty. By changing the
way parents interact with their
children daily around language and
literacy, we will prepare children for
lifelong success.
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WHY REACH OUT AND READ WORKS
Skill-Building for Parents
When a provider uses a book as a tool during a checkup, it creates an opportunity to support families in
understanding children’s developmental milestones. Research shows that books effectively increase parental
knowledge of the expected growth and development of their children and encourage social and emotional
bonding between parents and babies.
We are also exploring how Reach Out and Read may support decreased maternal depression and increase
parental enjoyment of time spent reading with their children.

Relationships and Resilience
Research demonstrates that our two-generation approach supports a baby’s healthy development by
creating early attachment experiences. When caregivers create routines, such as reading together,
the baby feels secure, safe and loved.
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We know shared reading can help develop strong parent-child bonds that last a lifetime, buffering
toxic stress and building resilience.

Reading Aloud Daily
When parents and caregivers snuggle with their children and hold them in their laps while sharing books,
COUNTIES
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WHY REACH OUT AND READ WORKS
Books Are Tools
for Developmental Surveillance
Books prescribed during Reach Out and Read visits are tools for families and medical providers.
Just as the stethoscope is an instrument used to listen to a child’s heartbeat, a book is a valuable
tool for primary care providers to evaluate cognitive, motor, social and emotional development.

Literacy-Rich Environments,
Home Libraries and Language
Our clinics create a literacy-rich environment in the medical home, exposing children to additional
print concepts, connecting them to community resources, and encouraging parent-child interactions
while offering authentic opportunities to become engaged with books.

We’re Listening, Learning and Adapting
We’re consistently innovating to meet the needs of a changing landscape. As the importance of
the medical home continues to grow, we are helping providers understand how to utilize Reach
Out and Read throughout their interactions with families to go beyond literacy.
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OUR PROGRAM SPECIALISTS
Our Program Specialists provide technical assistance and support around quality
implementation and fidelity, training and logistics.
Emily Bartels
“Over the past 12 years, my position has evolved from simply
making sure each site has funds and books for the Reach Out
and Read intervention to cultivating deeper relationships with
each site. The result is that I have been able to help connect
providers to resources in their communities that support their
families, and I now have a deeper understanding of more comprehensive program
quality at each site and more robust partnership with our provider leaders in the
clinic.”

Jackie Lorge
“Sharing information with providers about how their Reach
Out and Read interaction in the exam room can go beyond
prescribing literacy is very important to me. Time is often
limited for providers, so explaining how the book can serve as
a jumping-off point to discuss topics like daily routines, healthy
eating, and how constructing a positive experience around reading together can
serve as a protective factor in times of trauma to help build resilience in families,
is invaluable.”

Gail Phillips
“With the support of our clinics we are able to strengthen
families by identifying and building partnerships with local
organizations and resources, providing services
for the whole family. In our continued support of
parents, and with the commitment of communities,
together we are preparing our children for lifelong
success.”
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Kelly Baxter
“One of the parts of the job that I like most is bringing on
new sites. It is rewarding to experience the excitement
providers have as they begin using the Reach Out and
Read intervention to deepen supports for their families.
Orientations give me a chance to ensure Reach Out and Read
best practices are implemented throughout the clinics while
assuring compliance and quality.”

Anna McBee
“High-quality programs and model fidelity begin with
relationship building. Building relationships with site
coordinators, office staff and providers is essential to our
work. Once a foundation of mutual trust and respect is built, I
see not only model fidelity increase, but also notice a greater
passion for the Reach Out and Read program, resulting in more meaningful
conversations and connections with families.”

Amber Pierce
“Building community partnerships and nurturing those
relationships is critical to the success of any initiative. We all are
looking to cross the same finish line and build resilient children
who are healthy and successful, so it’s essential that we work
together. I am so thankful for the partnerships we have with
friends like Smart Start, Read Charlotte, Healthcare Systems, Early Intervention,
school systems, libraries, and so many others who work together with me and with
our Reach Out and Read clinical locations to build strong families.”

WHAT WE’VE BEEN UP TO
Online Learning
Community

Reach Out and Read
Carolinas Podcast

Our online learning platform officially
launched in October 2017. Today, we
have seven public courses and one
private course supporting learning for
617 members – and growing! We are
adding new courses each month!

Our first podcast launched this year, led by
Dr. Perri Klass, hosting a conversation about
ROR, toxic stress and and the [groundbreaking]
Adverse Childhood Experiences study. Head to
our website to check it out!

New Reach Out and
Read Carolinas Website
Our new website showcases a clear
message of who we are, what drives our
work, and how we’re innovating.

Rolling Back to Birth
We are in the process of starting Reach Out and
Read at birth, giving medical providers up to four
additional touch points to reach families in their
child’s first six months of life to help build healthy
brain development, relationships and routines. In
2014, the American Academy of Pediatrics issued
a landmark policy statement promoting literacy as
“an essential component of pediatric primary care”
starting with the first well-child visit for all children.
The statement references Reach Out and Read as
an effective intervention to engage parents and
prepare children to achieve their potential.

...

Quality Conversations
Engaging with our providers to get a deeper
understanding of how the Reach Out and Read
intervention integrates into the clinic at each
site helps us better understand the program
quality in each clinic, and allows individualized
assistance at the sites to continue improving
quality and pushing for strong fidelity to the
model.

Site Expansion
Wow – we expanded to 69 additional clinical
locations, reaching more children and their
families and building incredible partnerships
across the Carolinas! This was a targeted
expansion, focusing on high-need areas and
gaps in our service.
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After modeling
reading to a child
with a parent
present, nothing
warms my heart
more during a
well-child visit than
hearing a parent
start to read their
new book to their
child as I’m leaving
the room.
Dr. Michael Foxworth II,
Florence, SC
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